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You will learn about the different roles at board level and their
responsibilities as part of the board. This will include developing
an awareness of your own strengths and weaknesses, personal
background, influences, skills and capabilities as part of the
broader board that sets the tone and culture at the top. 

Further, this module will consider influencing skills at board
level as an individual contribution and the board’s capacity to
enable strategy design and execution. The nature of
dysfunctional boards and the issues they face will also be
considered, as well as the importance of succession planning to
director effectiveness and balancing short-term and longer-
term board value. 

 

You will develop an understanding of the board-level impact on 
processes, decisions, strategic monitoring of activities, diversity 
and dynamics, as well as how these outcomes affect 
sustainability for: 

• Internal actors (e.g. the board, executive, management 

and owners)

•External influences (e.g. regulations, competition,
collaboration, lobby groups and society)

•Organisational change and innovation (e.g. survival, growth,
and investment strategy). 

You will also better understand the relationship at board level 

with investors. This will include the differences between 
ownership types - private, family owned, public-equity owned, 
public (or state owned) and charitable structures - and their 
change implications. 

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

henley.ac.uk/MABPD

Module 1: Building Board
and Director Effectiveness

Module 2: Investor Relations,
Governance and Innovation

Programme Content



Course Framework

Module 2 (continued) Module 3: Handling Risk at Board Level

Ownership structures impact board expectations,
and the effectiveness of independent directors 
will be considered, as well as the purpose of the
organisation, how its strategic choices are
influenced by board decision-making, and key
relationships (e.g. Chairman–CEO; CEO–Board). 

This module will also examine ‘common good
competitiveness’ as a more sustainable
alternative to profit orientation, short-termism, or
shareholder/self-interest. 

This module introduces risk as a concept of future 
uncertainty (favourable and unfavourable outcomes)
at the board level. The relationship between risk and 
uncertainty will be considered in relation to business 
decisions; behavioural economics; cognitive bias; 
accounting and finance; and handling conflict and 
crises. The appetite and tolerance for risk will be 
understood and linked to internal/external factors. 

The perception of interpreting and reporting risk by 
board and board members will be considered as not 
just controlling against unfavourable outcomes/ 
interruptions but more so, being better understood 
as a complex dynamic conceptualisation of 
connectivity between contingencies and resources, 
i.e. a better board preparedness for possibilities and 
as an enabler for innovation and transformation. 
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Module 4: Board Information
and Communications 

Module 5: Board Reputation, 
Responsibility and Public Relations

Module 7a: Mentoring and Coaching
for Board Directors 

Module 6: Research and Analytical
Skills for Board Directors

This module outlines the benefits of high quality, 
up-to-date and well-articulated information at board
level, as this is critical for better board dialogue and 
value-added director and board communications. 

You will learn the importance of getting to know your
board and what really matters for your organisation. 
For example, do all board members agree on the 
organisation’s values and competitive advantage? 

The module will consider issues of managing the 
format, pace, rigour, structure, sources, security 
and volume of information at board level. It will also 
consider best practices, tools and techniques; 
question articulation; how to delve deeper and 
more broadly in decision-making; how to better 
read, write, engage with, and present information at 
this level; and the processes, engagement, sensitive 
relationships and interactions pre-, during, and 
post-boardroom agendas and communications. 

This module introduces considerations of 
reputation and responsibility at board level and 
their importance for governance execution and
organisational sustainability, including better 
handling of public relations. 

You will learn about understanding and building board 
reputation, both externally and as perceived by 
management. What are the board’s, board
members’, 
and organisation’s identities? It takes effort to build 
a good reputation and it can be lost by one bad crisis 
or issue. You will consider board responsibilities and 
how to demonstrate that duties and expectations
are 
being met effectively. The module also considers
how 
to better engage with press, on- and off-line media, 
and other public relations at board level, along with 
reputational risk and reputational crisis issues. 
You will consider the priorities of boards, including: 
• Broader social and environmental issues and
communicating these in relation to the 
organisation’s purpose
• Reporting
• The nature and practices of lobbying and
networking on the board and how these impact 
organisation, policy and charitable relations as 
part of wider society. 

You will learn to critically consider and refine your 
board-level Business Challenge question. 

An overview of philosophical bases, methodology 

and methods typically found in the social sciences 
is shared – including qualitative and quantitative 
approaches to enquiry and research. This supports 
awareness of the linkages between the research 
question, guiding theory, data, analysis, findings and 
interpretation or hypothesis along with the role and 
impact of the researcher within the research process. 
Relevant practical and ethical research challenges at 
the board level will be considered. 

You will develop core research and analytical skills 

and techniques to facilitate self-directed rigorous 
enquiry of a board-level governance issue, dilemma 
or challenge. 

This module offers you the opportunity to benefit
from a mentoring workshop and one-to-one 
interview session focused on your personal
development. 

 
In this module, you can reflect on your own
behaviour, strengths and weaknesses, personality,
knowledge, skills and capabilities. You will have
recorded diary entries throughout the earlier stages
of the programme as part of your developmental
journey, which will be engaged reflectively in
consideration 
of your own self-development. 

 
You will attend a full-day mentoring workshop,
during which you will engage in a one-to-one
interview 
with a mentor/coach with a view to enhancing your
director performance. This will include dealing with
change, difficult situations, working in teams and
self-awareness. 
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Module 8: Business Challenge

Module 7b: Private, Public or
Third Sector Boards 

Module 9: Board Annual Conference

In this module, you will execute a board-level 
governance research project on a topic that is 
agreed with your academic supervisor. 

Your research project will be based on a live, 
in-practice issue within an organisation and will 
progress the governance issue that you identified 
in your proposal when joining the programme. It is 
expected that you will have the opportunity to adapt
and refine your initial proposal in light of the learning 
that has taken place on the programme. 

This module aims to facilitate sector-specific insight
to support a broader understanding of your
Business Challenge project. 

 
The module will enable you to learn and network
with practitioner panels from within a particular
sector: private (e.g. corporate, stock exchange,
institutes); public (e.g. parliament or councils,
regulatory bodies, health service); or third sector
(e.g. trusts, charities, foundations, voluntary
organisations). 

 
Specialist guest speakers will be invited to present
or take part in a panel that will engage you in a
dialogue about your Business Challenge project.
The guest panel will offer practice-based advice and
guidance, recognising that while governance and
innovation issues may have commonalities, each
sector has its unique structures and demands. As
each board is unique, you will have an opportunity to
share your Business Challenge project and gain
sector-specific guidance and advice. 

You will use the approaches introduced in the 
Research and Analytical Skills for Board Directors 
module and apply these in data collection, analysis 
and the development of an evidence-based justified
outcome. Building on what you have learned in the 
programme, you will then provide findings and 
outcomes that have value for the organisation. 

 
 

In this module, you will disseminate key learnings 
from your Business Challenge research project to 
your peer group and to a wider board-level audience. 

You will submit an abstract and paper to the 
Director’s Forum Board Annual Conference, where 
you will present your Business Challenge governance
issue, analysis, findings, key learnings and 
organisational impact before taking a Q&A session. 

This module will develop your writing, presentation 
and oral communication skills, as well as your skills in 
planning for publication, networking, and engaging 
with a wider academic and practitioner audience. 
The conference will offer critical evaluation of your 
findings and research impact in relation to both 
theory and practice.
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